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Advancements in detection
Not just imaging

Summary



 Mild and subtle traumatic brain injury are not necessarily the same?

 Known many moderately-severe traumatic brain injuries in practice which could be 
described as subtle.

 Subtle tbi’s are cases where the main effects are not transparent and physical but where 
the main effects are cognitive and emotional and therefore upon casual observation or 
acquaintance may well be missed.

 They may however be very serious and indeed approaching catastrophic values

 Some tbi’s are sadly obvious and catastrophic, inability to walk or feed. 

 Others- lack of capacity is obvious and plain

 All others would regard as a subtle TBI.

What do you mean by a subtle traumatic 
brain injury? Are they always mild?



 The differential diagnosis is normally between psychiatric disorder and TBI or sometimes even malingering may be alleged

 Imaging will detect gross heamorrhages and may detect microheammorhages

 Imaging is important in the A & E setting to exclude a major bleed which may cause raised intra-cranial pressure and death

 Imaging of choice because it is available and convenient is CT scanning.

 CT scanning however is not sensitive to microheamorhages and cannot image white fibre tracts.

 Detection of microheamorrhages is important because they frequently accompany Diffuse axonal injury.

 White matter in the brain consists of axons which leave the main cell body, neuron and travel and form interconnections with 
other neurons 

 Vessels are much tougher and more fibrous and larger than axons.

 If forces have therefore ruptured, torn or sheared vessels then we know that it is almost certain that axons have also been 
damaged. 

 Even Regular MRI scanning at T2 level will not be able to image even bundles of white matter

 Some imaging now is able to detect large bundles of axons or tracts which have been damaged although not individual axons of 
course

How can imaging help us with a 
diagnosis of TBI?



MRI vs CT



 Even advanced neuroimaging techniques have shown the potential for evalulating
subtle tbi

 However, there is a relatively poor correlation in the literature between actual 
symptoms of TBI and imaging

 Iverson et all were putting people through DTI scanners in the US for many years. 
When they uncovered the blind, many of those with symptoms had nothing show up 
on even advanced imaging. Some of those with positive imaging had no symptoms. 

 It’s a little like having degenerative changes in the spine on an x-ray doesn’t mean you 
will have symptoms or that if you have symptoms the pain is coming from those 
degenerative changes. 

 That’s not to say that imaging is not very helpful. It can be but it is open to challenge 
and interpretation

So what is the problem?



Post-concussion like symptoms 
are non-specific



Depression can give rise to 
cognitive complaints



 First let me tell you about structural types

 SWI- susceptibility weighted imaging- looks for heammorhages. The effect 
causes microheammorhages to become more conspicuous relative to other 
pulse sequences- 3 to 6 times more sensitive than conventional T2 sequences.

 Quantitive susceptibility mapping (QSM)- looks more closely at the isotropes
left behind by bleeds and quantifies them in more detail reflecting the spatial 
extent of lesions. 

What are the more advanced 
types of imaging we can use?



 Scans which look for contusions. 
 As MRI hardware and techniques have improved 3D-T2 FLAIR and T” WI. 
 Also detect TAI (traumatic Axonal Injury). You’ve heard of “Diffuse” which involves more than 4 tracts. 
 Here we are talking about 3 or fewer tracts which are damaged with TAI.
 Here were looking not for heamorhaging but actual damage to large fibre tracts often at grey/white matter 

junctions (differing density of tissues)
 TAI is now thought to be much more common. Whereas before we were blaming DAI. TAI is not limited to 

catastrophic TBI’s. Linked to mild and moderate too
 Commonly occurred in the lobar white matter frontal and temporal lobes the corpus callosum (22% of 

lesions). 
 CT by the way has extremely poor sensitivity for TAI, and virtually no sensitivity for non- Heamorrhagic TAI 

and limited sensitivity for heamorrhagic TAI.
 DWI (diffusion weighted imaging) is sensitive in the early to acute stage of injury. Looks at the microscopic 

motion of water molecules in brain tissue and is a complement to T2 scanning and SWI. Highly sensitive to 
TAI. Problem is that can show constitutional white matter lesions as well especially ischeamic disease, 
common after middle age.

What is the other type?



 A very advanced technique, Diffusion Tensor Imaging

 Based on DWI but has enhanced ability to track the direction of the water molecules 
in 3D space. 

 So in normal white matter tracts with parallel fibre bundles, water diffuses more felly 
along the direction of the white matter fibres than transverse to the fibres. 

 Normal undamaged white fibre tracts exhibit highly directional diffusion whereas 
damaged white matter tracts are thought to demonstrate more isotropic diffusion 
perhaps because of the lack of longditudinality say in the microstructural elements of 
the fibre tracts

 So DTI is a marker for white matter pathology including traumatic brain injury.

 Quantifies the diffusion. A common parameter is FA or fractional anisotropy

What is DTI?



T1 vs SWI



DTI (Credit: Concussion is confusing us all- David Sharp et al)



 Getting people to do it. 

 Many say it is not ready for medico-legal use

 Reasons are it can be too detailed

 It has been controversial in the USA. Some such as Grant Iverson, suggest that there is 
a poor correlation between what is shown in these studies and actual deficits. They’ve 
been popping people through DTI’s for years more than we have.

Are there any problems with DTI 
in medico-legal use?







 Similar to MRI but the data is converted to a frequency domain information giving 
information about brain metabolites. 

 Certain markers are released after tbi. 

 Certain peaks remain elevated in the chronic stage

 These are being used in studies and not in hospitals

 Not specific to TBI but can have elevations for other brain disorders

What about MR spectroscopy 
(MRs)?



 TBI is associated with impaired cerebro vascaular autoregulation

 Altered blood flow

 Many techniques but DSC imaging (Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast) is the most 
common.

 Reduced cerebral blood volume in contusional areas was associated with worse 
clinical outcomes

 Sample sizes and studies are currently limited

What about Perfusion Weighted 
Imaging studies?



 This is exciting

 Depends on Blood oxygen level dependent imaging and coupling between CBF and 
metabolic activity.

 Holds great potential for rehabilitation potential as well as medico-legal use in the 
future

 Not necessarily going to be determinative in the diagnosis of mild tbi however. 

 Likely to be of more use in Catastrophic tbi to show rehab gains. 

Can Functional Mri help?





 Magnetoencephacolography essentially combines structural information and 
electrophysiological information

 Can be used to examine brain activation patterns involved with specific tasks. 
 MEG combines functional MRI and EEG
 Huang et al found anatomical and functional correlation between abnormal slow waves and 

DAI identified with DTI
 Detected abnormal connectivity after TBU even in patients with milder degrees and normal 

MRI findings
 Ideally can measure such activity whilst giving the Claimant neuropsychometric tests and 

acquiring data on the working of the brain
 In one study, comparing mild TBI participants with controls, there was a disorganized pattern of 

activation in the MTBI cohort compated to the healthy controls.  Significant differences in 
regional brain activation and timing of activation. Patients were literally not firing on all 
cylinders

 MEG is the most promising objective way we may have in the future of identifying subtle brain 
dysfunction after trauma. 

What about MEG?





Innovision, Professor Gary Green
Professor of Neuro-imaging, York University













 MEG scans are now a cost-effective reality
 Costs around £7,000
 Here in the UK
 Very high detection rates over 87%. 
 Innovision claim 100% detection rate- no false positives
 Could be used by Claimants or also Defendants or jointly to rule TBI in or out
 Danger,- selective disclosure
 Perception of bias
 Expert neurologists/neuro-radiologists not being aware of or up to date with the 

technology
 New
 Not suitable for people who cannot lie still or have issues with enclosure

CONCLUSION



Questions
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